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**ADVENTURE**

**Individual Titles**
We Are Not From Here by Jenny Torres Sanchez
Y FIC TORRESSANCHEZ * # +

**BIOGRAPHY**

**Individual Titles**
Ordinary Hazards by Nikki Grimes
Y B GRIMES * +
The Cat I Never Named: a True Story of Love, War, and Survival by Amra Sabic-El-Rayess
Y B SABICELRAYESS +

**FANTASY**

**Authors**
Sabaa Tahir
Y FIC TAHIR *

**Series**
Legacy of Orisha by Tomi Adeyemi
Y FIC ADEYEMI * +

Cursebreaker Series by Brigid Kemmerer
Y FIC KEMMERER * +

Courting Darkness Duology by Robin LaFevers
Y FIC LAFEVERS * # +

Skybound Saga by Alex London
Y FIC LONDON * # +

Merciful Crow by Margaret Owen
Y FIC OWEN

Crown of Feathers by Nicki Pau Preto
Y FIC PAUPRETO

**Individual Titles**
Girl, Serpent, Thorn by Melissa Bashardoust
Y FIC BASHARDOUST

A Song of Wraiths and Ruin by Roseanne A. Brown
Y FIC BROWN * +

Legendborn by Tracy Deonn
Y FIC DEONN * +

The Gilded Ones by Namina Forna
Y FIC FORNA * +

Lobizona by Romina Garber
Y FIC GARBER *

These Violent Delights by Chloe Gong
Y FIC GONG * +

The House in the Cerulean Sea by TJ Klune
SF KLUNE * +

**FICTION**

**Authors**
Kacen Callender
Y FIC CALLENDER * +

Brandy Colbert
Y FIC COLBER * # +

Emma Lord
Y FIC LORD *

Maika Moulite
Y FIC MOULITE * # +

Lilliam Rivera
Y FIC RIVERA +

Nic Stone
Y FIC STONE * +

Angie Thomas
Y FIC THOMAS * +

**Series**
Darius the Great series by Adib Khorram
Y FIC KHORRAM * +

**Individual Titles**
The Black Flamingo by Dean Atta
Y FIC ATTA *

The Henna Wars by Adiba Jaigirdar
Y FIC JAIGIRDAR * +

You Should See Me in a Crown by Leah Johnson
Y FIC JOHNSON * # +
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**What I Carry** by Jennifer Longo  
Y FIC LONGO #

**Furia** by Yamile Saied Mendez  
Y FIC MENDEZ * # +

**Punching the Air** by Ibi Zoboi  
Y FIC ZOBOI +

**MYSTERY**

**Authors**
Holly Jackson  
Y FIC JACKSON * +

Aiden Thomas  
Y FIC THOMAS* +

**Series**
Truly Devious by Maureen Johnson  
Y FIC JOHNSON * # +

**Individual Titles**
Firekeeper’s Daughter by Angeline Boulley  
Y FIC BOULLEY

Elatsoe by Darcie Little Badger  
Y FIC LITTLEBADGER * #

**GRAPHIC**

**Authors**
Laura Lee Gulledge  
Y GRAPHIC FIC GULLEDGE #

Gabby Rivera  
Various Call Numbers #

Noelle Stevenson  
Various Call Numbers * #

**Series**
Food Wars! by Yuto Tsukuda  
FIC FOOD - GRAPHIC FORMAT

**Individual Titles**
Displacement by Kiku Hughes  
Y GRAPHIC FIC HUGHES

The Magic Fish by Trung Le Nguyen  
Y GRAPHIC FIC TRUNG

**HISTORICAL FICTION**

**Authors**
Eric L. Gansworth  
Various Call Numbers * # +

**Individual Titles**
Where the World Ends by Geraldine McCaughrean  
Y FIC MCCAUGHREAN * +

**NONFICTION**

**Series**
Pocket Change Collective by Various Authors  
Various Call Numbers *

**Individual Titles**
The Black Friend: On Being a Better White Person by Frederick Joseph  
Y 305.896 JOSE +

You Call This Democracy?: How to Fix Our Government and Return Power to the People by Elizabeth Rusch  
Y 320.973 RUSC

**SCIENCE FICTION**

**Authors**
Patrick Ness  
Y FIC NESS #

**Individual Titles**
A Phoenix First Must Burn by Patrice Caldwell  
Y FIC PHOENIX * #

* available as an FCPL ebook  
# available through FCPL on Hoopla  
+ available through FCPS on Overdrive